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Qonglai Shan
The Siguniang National Park continues to be an attractive destination with
easy accessibility, good infrastructure and relaxed permit requirements.
In the Bipeng valley Saburo Mizobuchi, Keiichi N agatomo, N aoki Ohuchi
and Tomohiro Sugai completed a 400m new route on Longgesali (5420m)
on 3-4 September 2006. The group also attempted routes on Pt 5513m and
Jiang Jun Feng (5260m). In September 2007 Jon Sullivan and Liu Yong
(USA) made attempts on the north face of Dragon's Tooth/Longa Feng
(5250m), reaching 4700m, and the nearby Peak 5183m, reaching 4900m.
In the Changping valley, Russians Kolesov, Shelkovnikov, and Sherstnev
made a new route on the east face of Celestial Peak (5413m) between 17
and 19 February 2006. Later that year Ian Gibb, Felix Hoddinott, Jeremy
ThornIey (UK) made the first ascent of Dorsal Peak (5050m) on the east
rim of the valley via the north-west ridge. They also made the second ascent
of Jiang Jun Feng (5260m) via the south-west ridge and attempted Pk 5202m
via the south flank and west ridge.
In 2007 Joe Puryear and Chad Kellog (USA) were not able to make their
planned attempt on Siguniang because of news of the death of the latter's
wife in the Alaska Range. Joined by Jay Janousek they did make the flrst
ascent of Lara Peak (c5700m) on 18 April, which they subsequently named
after Lara Kellog.
On 22 August four Italian climbers, including Elena Merino, made a
new 400m route on the unnamed Peak 4764m.
In the Shuangqiao valley Vaughan Thomas (Australia) and Kester Brown
(NZ) made the first ascent of Daogou West (5422m) in late September
2006 via the 600m south face.
Shaluli Shan
Genyen (6204m) received its second ascent via the north spur by the Italian
team of Simon Kehrer, Gerold Moroder, WaIter Nones, .and Karl
Unterkircher on 16 May 2006. They climbed the challenging route in two
days but refrained from standing on the highest point in deference to the
mountain's holy status. Kehrer and Moroder then attempted the granite
east face of Sachun (c5800m), but retreated on their fourth day.
In October 2007 Jay Janousek, Michelle Puryear, Peter Inglis, Julie
Hodson and Joe Puryear visited the Genyen massif. On 22 October Inglis
and Joe Puryear made the first ascent of Peak 5965m, which lies just west
of Genyen.
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179.

Hati (5524m) from the west. (Dave Sykes)

An Alpine Club team of Dave Wynne-Jones, Steve Hunt, Dick Isherwood
and Peter Rowat made the fIrst ascent of Peak 5596m, which lies between
Dangchezhengla and Peak 5850m in October 2007. They also made a new
route from the north on Dangchezhengla (5830m), joining the Japanese
route on the summit ridge. An attempt on the steep north spur of
Yangmolong (6060m) was turned back at 5400m.
In May 2007 David Gerrard and David Sykes (UK) made the fust ascent
of Hati (5524m) which lies north-east of Xiashe in the Jarjinjabo area.
The pair also attempted Haizi Shan (5833m) on their way back but were
defeated by bad weather.
A primarily British team consisting of Theresa Booth, Charles Kilner,
Simon Mills, Evelyn Mullins, Hamish Rose and Basil Thompson visited
Jarjinjabo in October 2007. Booth, Kilner, Mullins and Thompson made
the fIrst ascent of Man Chu Kangri (5434m). The party then attacked
Garrapunsum (5812m), the highest peak in the massif, and Kilner, Mills
and Rose were successful in making the fIrst ascent of the northern and
highest summit via the north-east flank and east ridge.
Kangri Karpo
This beautiful range contarns the longest glacier in Tibet and much of the
area remains to be properly explored. The Japanese Silver Turtle Group,
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consisting of Takeo Honjo, Kaneshige Ikeda, Haruhisa Kato, Isama
Moriyama and Hiroshi Sagano, all over 60, continued their investigation
of the Lhagu glacier in October 2006 by ski. Kato and Moriyama made the
probable first ascent of Snow Dome (5928m). Sadly, Honjo became ill and
died at base camp at the conclusion of the expedition.
Nyenchen Tanglha East
A combination of truly spectacular mountains and some of the worst
weather in Tibet make this a fearsome destination; but success is possible,
as demonstrated by Mick Fowler's two recent trips to Kajaqiao and
Manamcho, and Sean Water's and Jo Kippax' ascent of Birutaso in 2005.
Nenang (6870m) is the highest unclimbed peak in the range and in OctoberNovember 2006 it was attempted for the first time by Jim Lowther (UK),
Mark Richey and Mark Wilford (USA). After a very tough 13-day alpinestyle push, they were stopped by a huge crevasse within 300m of the summit.
Nyenchen Tanglha West
Despite being within two hours' drive of Lhasa, boasting a rail connection
and having much better weather than the eastern part of the range, this
area remains a quiet and rewarding one in which to climb. Christian Haas
of Austria returned to the range in 2006 with Hansjoerg pfaundler, making
the first ascent of Sha Mo Karpo Ri (626Im) on 5 October. They also
made an impressive ascent of Nyenchen Tanglha Central (7117m) in a
single push on 12 October.
KunLun
The Kun Lun remain arguably the remotest and most inaccessible mountain
range in Central Asia. Russians Vasilyi Ivanov, Edmundas Jonikas,
Alexander Moiseev, Tadeush Schepanyuk and Otto Chkhetiani made a
35-day circumnavigation of Qong Mustagh (6950m) in September 2006.
Moiseev developed altitude sickness as they reached the mountain and had
to be accompanied out by Jonikas. The rest of the group investigated Peak
6946m to the east of Qong Mustagh, via a valley to the north-west, but
were stopped by a gorge at 5000m.
Aksai Chin (7167m) received its first and second ascents in 1986 and
1997 by Japanese expeditions. Bruno Paulet and Christian Trommsdorff
(France) made the third ascent by a new route from the south-east, and the
second ascent of the north summit, also known as Doufeng (6957m), in
April-May 2006.
Lungkar Shan
In August 2007 John Town, Kevin Clarke, Richard Sant and Mike Dawber
(UK) made an attempt on Tachab Kangri, the peak at the north end of this
range, shown on maps as either 6704m or 7216m. They were turned back
at c6300m after snow slides swept both possible routes of ascent.

180.

North-east face of Phola Kyung (6S00m) from the Qulunggam glacier
(cS700m). The 2006 team climbed the south-east face and upper east
ridge. (Erik Monasterio)

181.

Brian Alder on the summit of Phola Kyung (6S00m). The striking light
flare is natural and not a result of any fIlters. (Erik Monasterio)

182.

Route taken by the British party on Yilpiz, Kuksay area, Tien Shan.
(John Allen)

Gangdise Shan
In 2006 a strong team consisting of Bruce Normand (UK), Brian Alder,
Erik Monasterio (NZ), Monika Hrosnska, OIiver von Rotz (Switzerland)
and Stephen Parker (Aus) made an impressive set of ascents in the Loinbo
Kangri massif. Alder, Monasterio and Normand made the first ascents of
Chomogan (6655m) and Phola Kyung (6500m) on 10 and 16 October, in
both cases via the south-east face and south ridge. They also made the first
ascent of Peak 6355m on the 18 October. Parker and von Rotz made ascents
of Peaks 6200m, 6340m, 6237m, 6240m and 6263m, the first of these being
a first ascent with Normand and the latter with Hronska. Von Rotz also
made the solo first ascent of Peak 6044m and the first ascent of Peak 6202m
in the company of Hronska. Finally Normand soloed Peak 6240m and
Gopalho (6450m) on 18 and 21 October, the latter being an impressive
one-day first ascent via the east face.
Tien Shan
A seven-strong British party made a number of ascents in the Kuksay glacier
area, approaching via Bishkek in Kyrgyzstan and entering China via the
Torugart pass. John AIlen and David Barker climbed Peak 5582m,
immediately west of Kala peak, on 30 July via a 700m route on the northwest face. With Richard Taylor and Joe Howard they also climbed the north
fa~e of Yilpiz (c5315m). Isobel and Kevin Mulligan and N eil Willat climbed
Tiltagh (5485m) via its west face.
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Pamir
Ivan Dusharin, Lena Lebedeva, Sasha Novik and L~ Ioffe (USA) made
the fIrst ascent of Kokodag (7210m) via the south spur of the north-west
summit. The peak lies on the ridge extending west from Kongur, between
Kongur Tiube and Aklamgam. They reached the summit on 10 August
2006 after two previous summit attempts.
A Finnish group consisting of Lauri Hamalainen, Henri Arjanne, VeliMatti Helke, Rauno Ravantti, Teemu Saarikivi, Kalle Berg, Mikko Piironen,
and ArIdrey Ershov visited the Kokosel glacier in August 2007. Hamalainen
and Arjanne made the first ascent of Peak 6355m on 13 August via the
900m of the south-west face in difficult conditions. The whole team then made
the first ascent of Peak 6013m on the next day via the 500m west face.
Himalaya
Much of the activity on the Tibetan side inevitably revolves around repeat
ascents or route variations on the 8000m peaks but there was also activity
elsewhere.
•
In April/May 2005 Stephen Chaplin (UK), Laila Ojefelt, Lars Svens
(Sweden) and Damien Gildea (Aus) attempted the existing route on the
west ridge of Kula Kangri (7554m) but were stopped by cold winds and
poor weather at about 6300m. They also tried Jiexiang (6676m) but
retreated at about the same level.
The magnifIcent granite of the west face of Chomo Lonzo (7790m)
rebuffed two attempts by Valeri Babanov in April 2006 but he was successful
in making a 1200m route on the south-west face of Chomo Lonzo North
(7199m) as far as the summit ridge.
Toshiya Nakajima and Naoyuki Momose, members of a five-man Japanese
expedition, climbed Hungchi (7038m) by a new route from the north in
Autumn 2006. This peak lies on the border in the Everest region, above the
West Rongbuk glacier.
Following an initial attempt in 1999, CarIos Buhler (USA) returned in
May 2005 with Yuri Koshalenko and Nikolay Totmyanin to the north-west
ridge of Menlungtse (7181m). They retreated from 6300m, after five days'
climbing, when Koshalenko became ill.
In the same year Zdenek Cervenka, Cestmir Lukes and Irene Oehninger
made what are probably the first ascents of Peak 6473m and Peak 6063m
at the far north-west end of the Shishapangma range.
It is possible to break new ground while operating from the base camps
of 8000m peaks. Jordi Tozas of Spain soloed a new route on the south face
of Palung Ri (7100m) from the Cho Oyu base camp on 19 September
2006 and Isomi Okanda and a porter climbed the east ridge of Risum
(7050m) via the large glacial plateau to the north-west of Shishapangma in
September 2005.

